Which or What Exercise

Which *for choices and limited groups*

Which bus shall we take, the number 10 or 89?

A Fill the gaps with the verb in brackets using either *which* or *what*.

1. .................... are you doing?
2. .................... would you prefer, the onion soup or the prawn cocktail?
3. .................... do we need to take for the picnic?
4. .................... are you going to wear for the wedding?
5. .................... dress shall I wear, the red one or the blue one?
6. .................... sort of music do you like?
7. .................... kind of films do like, horror films or thrillers?
8. .................... are you taking on holiday?
9. .................... dentist did you see, Dr Pain or Dr Deville?
10. .................... is your favourite sport?
11. I don’t mind .................... film we see. King Kong or Narnia both sound great.
12. .................... do you hate most about the city?
13. Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox are the most popular web browsers. .................... one do you use?

B Now make up some examples of your own.

1. ............................................................................................................................
2. ............................................................................................................................
3. ............................................................................................................................
4. ............................................................................................................................
Answers

1. What are you doing?
2. Which would you prefer, the onion soup or the prawn cocktail?
3. What do we need to take for the picnic?
4. What are you going to wear for the wedding?
5. Which dress shall I wear, the red one or the blue one?
6. What sort of music do you like?
7. What kind of films do you like, horror films or thrillers?
8. What are you taking on holiday?
9. Which dentist did you see, Dr Pain or Dr Deville?
10. What is your favourite sport?
11. I don't mind which film we see, King Kong or Narnia both sound great.
12. What do you hate most about the city?
13. Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox are the most popular web browsers. Which one do you use?